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W

elcome to the 2006-07 Arlingtonian!
The staff has logged many hours
preparing for this first full issue, and we
are excited to present it to you at long
last. With our theme of “70 years of free
student expression,” we hope to provide
you with a newsmagazine that is both entertaining and informative while upholding
the Arlingtonian tradition of excellence in
student journalism.
It has been three years since the newsmagazine was named a finalist for the prestigious Pacemaker award from the National
Scholastic Press Association. This may not
seem like a particularly long time to you,
but to us it is a situation that sorely needs to
be remedied. We as a staff have made it our
goal this year to do just that, but we can’t
do it alone—we need your help. In the past,
Arlingtonian has adopted slogans such as
“The Students’ Press” and “The Students’
Voice,” in the hope that students, parents,
teachers and the rest of our reader base
would recognize us as an open forum for
discussion and debate, and let their voices
be heard in our Voice section. Unfortunately, we received little response.
As journalists, there is nothing we love
more than placing our names under the
boldface headline of a groundbreaking story; second to that is our desire to get out of
our stuffy journalism room and talk to our
peers about issues they feel are relevant
and important to them. It is a well-known
rule of thumb in the journalism world that
a great story cannot come together without
a collection of outstanding sources, and we
at Arlingtonian are aware of this. That’s
why we need you: to keep us informed,
tell us what’s important to you and let us
know when you do or don’t like something we printed. Do you have something
to say? Something you think is interesting

Have something to say?
SEND US A LETTER!
Email: arlingtonians@yahoo.com

Arlingtonian

or noteworthy that others tend to miss?
Do you just have a burning desire to impose your unsolicited opinion upon anyone
who will listen? Tell us about it! Send us
a letter, write us a guest column, drop us
a note or just stop by room 221 (we’re in
here seventh period every day) and tell us
what you think we should do, say or take a
closer look at. Just like most of you who are
reading this, we’re students, and we think
we know what you want to read, but there
are only 19 of us. Despite our best efforts,
great story ideas can and do slip through
the cracks, and that’s where you can come
through for us.
In this issue, our Focus section centers
around alternative schooling in UA, especially a faith-based program called U.A.
Veritas. Although charter and community
schools in UA are admittedly not as popular—nor perhaps as controversial—as
those serving larger school districts, there
are a growing number of local parents who
think UAHS fails to meet their childrens’
needs in one way or another. We sought to
determine why these parents and students
choose to supplement or replace their public education with alternatives, especially
U.A. Veritas. We also wished to investigate
the academic integrity of these schools, and
determine what they do that UAHS and
other schools in the UA school district do
not. At least 20 UAHS students rely on
U.A. Veritas to prepare them for college
and beyond; as we discover new and more
effective ways of educating children and
young adults this number will likely grow,
both at U.A. Veritas and elsewhere. With
alternative schools becoming more prominent in the educational community, it is essential that we keep tabs on the makeup of
both their faculty and curriculum.
With that, we’ve kept you long enough.
We hope you find this first full issue of
Arlingtonian both enjoyable and interesting. Remember, though: we shouldn’t be
the ones doing all the talking. Do any of
our stories in this issue speak to you? Tell
us what you think!

Co-editors in chief

Or mail:
Arlingtonian, 1650 Ridgeview Rd.
Upper Arlington, OH 43221
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Editorial Policy
Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine published
approximately every four weeks by Journalism III-A students at Upper Arlington High School.
The publication has been established as a public forum for
student expression and for the discussion of issues of concern to its
audience. It will not be reviewed or restrained by school officials
prior to publication or distribution.
Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the editorial
board, which consists of the staff’s top editors, will determine the
content of the newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials; therefore,
material may not necessarily reflect the opinions or policies of
Upper Arlington school officials.
Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, guest columns and

news releases from faculty, administrators, community residents,
students and the general public.
The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the right to withhold a
letter or column and return it for more information if it determines the
piece contains items of unprotected speech as deﬁned by this policy.
As a public forum, all letters and columns meeting the above
criteria will be posted in full on the Arlingtonian web site at
www.arlingtonian.com for a minimum of four weeks.
Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to publish only legally
protected speech following the legal deﬁnitions for libel, obscenity
and invasion of privacy. The staff will also refrain from printing stories
that create a material disruption of school activities. Because the
Arlingtonian staff will determine content of the publication, it will therefore
also take complete legal and ﬁnancial responsibility for what is printed.
Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a story solely on the
basis of possible dissent or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing and production
costs through advertising sales, subscription sales and other fundraisers.
The editor or co-editors shall interpret and enforce this editorial policy.
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The new policy on class rank
Administrators hope elimination of rank publication will aid
students during college admissions; students’ reactions varied
xx Pam Snyder xx

C

hanges in the publication of students’
class rank for college admittance took
place at the beginning of this school year.
UAHS will no longer be publishing a student’s class rank on his or her transcript.
According to UA school board president
Robert Arkin, this decision was made to
encourage colleges to look at students’
other credentials.
“It is better to have a student’s entire
course of study, rather than their class rank, be
the best indicator of potential,” Arkin said.
Student reaction was mixed. Junior Scott
Blosser said he is glad that class rank will no
longer be published on his transcript.
“I think it will help me during the college
admissions process,” Blosser said. “Class rank
only helps the top ten in the class anyway.”
However, senior Ellen Tsao said she has
concerns about how this new policy could affect her when she applies to colleges.
“It is going to make college admissions
more competitive,” Tsao said. “Colleges
won’t be able to see how hard a student works
in comparison to their peers.”
The decision to eliminate the publication of class rank originated in one of last
year’s action teams, which was comprised
of teachers and other faculty. According
to college counselor Mark Davis, the team
reviewed the profiles of other high schools
and discovered UA was one of the few suburban schools in central Ohio that was still
publishing class rank.
The action team drafted a proposal that
included the elimination of the publication of
class rank. The board passed this proposal to
be instituted beginning with the class of 2007.
Principal Kip Greenhill supported this
proposal. Greenhill said the action team
found some students were being hurt during
the college admissions process because their
class rank was published.
Arkin said this was true because of the
high standards and academic caliber of
UAHS students.
“We have a large number of very high
achieving students in UA,” Arkin said. “Those
who achieve highly, but are not in the uppermost percentile, can be disadvantaged.”
There are also other advantages to eliminating class rank. Davis said he believes the elimination of class rank will give colleges incentive
to examine a UA student more carefully.

4

“Colleges need to look deeper at students’
GPAs, their classes, their essays and their schoolwork,” Davis said. “[The elimination of class rank]
will help students be more than a number.”
Greenhill agreed not enough attention
was paid to students’ other credentials.
“I would like colleges to look at other things
students have done,” Greenhill said. “UA students put together a very impressive résumé.”
The elimination of class rank publication
will assist colleges, Davis said. Since UA is
such a high-level school, some major universities asked UAHS to stop publishing their
class rank.
Universities like to publish the range of
their accepted students’ class rank. However,
Davis said that UA students’ high credentials
and lower class rank caused difficulties with
this system.

percent, and the 71st to 75th percent.
Due to this policy, Davis said students at the top of the class will not feel
at a disadvantage.
“Colleges will be able to see that a student’s GPA is near the highest number in the
range and will therefore be able to determine
who is at the top of the class,” Davis said.
Despite the publication of class percentile and GPA ranges, some students are
still frustrated that their class rank will not
be published. Senior Jenna Marshall said she
thinks class rank is more informative to colleges than a range of GPAs.
“I’m afraid that colleges won’t be able to
see how high I am in the class within ranges,”
Marshall said.
Sophomore Anthony Finissi also had reservations about the new policy. Finissi said the
policy of no longer publishing class rank
will harm certain individuals.
We have a large number of
“I don’t think it’s fair to the people
who
get really good grades,” Finissi said.
very high achieving students in UA.
“[The policy] only seems to hurt them.”
Those who achieve highly, but are
However, Greenhill said these students will not suffer because their class
not in the uppermost percentile, can rank is not published.
“[The policy] will not hurt anyone,”
be disadvantaged.
Greenhill said. “Colleges will still be
UA school board president Robert Arkin able to see on a transcript if a student
has straight A’s.”
Despite the confidence of adminis“Because UA is such a good school, trators, some students still have reservations.
schools like Ohio State or Indiana University Senior Jordan Tarrier said he is concerned
were accepting students from a lower per- whether he will still be qualified for special
centile than they would from other schools,” programs in colleges.
Davis said. “They wanted to be able to main“Since honors and scholars programs
tain their numbers while still accepting high- eligibility at colleges are determined by class
achieving students.”
percentile, I’m worried that [this policy] will
Junior Michael Winzenread said he thinks affect my chances,” Tarrier said.
it is fair that class rank will no longer be pubIn response, Davis said class rank will
lished this year.
still be kept internally in order to determine
“UA is a better school, so a lot of people eligibility for scholarships or for admissions
have good grades.” Winzenread said. “Stu- to military academies.
dents here would be higher up in ranking at
Junior Kevin Murray said regardless of
any other school.”
his feelings about the policy, the class of
In lieu of sending a transcript with a class 2007 should not be the first class without
rank to a college, Davis said UA will publish class rank.
a range of GPAs. A student’s transcript will
“They should have put this on the intherefore show the range in which his or her coming freshman only,” Murray said.
GPA falls and the corresponding range of
Finissi agreed this would have been a
class percentile. The percentile groups are better idea.
in intervals of ten with the exception of the
“[The freshmen] never would have known
first five percent of the class, the 21st to 25th anything about class rank and would not have
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already put work into it,” Finissi said.
The fact that this year’s students will be
the first affected by the policy is very frustrating, Tsao said.
“It’s unfair to those who have been working hard these past years and earned their
high ranking,” Tsao said.
Davis said the board decided to implement the policy for the class of 2007 because
of the lack of objections.
“Since the policy will be good for the class
of 2010, they decided that it would be good
for the class of 2007 as well,” Davis said.
The board waited the mandatory 30-day
period after the publication of the policy to
wait for dissents, Davis said. There was only
one dissenter, so the policy was kept in place.
Senior Danielle Ewart said there will be
some benefits to this new policy.
“I think this will get rid of the competitiveness in classes,” Ewart said. “It will help kids
focus on their grades instead of their rank.”
The policy overall should be advantageous,
Greenhill said.
“The benefits outweigh the negatives,”
Greenhill said.
Like Greenhill, Ewart is optimistic about
the result of the new policy. She said she is not
concerned that it will hurt her in the college
admissions process.
“Everything should not be based on class
rank,” Ewart said. “Colleges should want you
for other reasons.”
p
Arlingtonian

Sept. 11 remembered at UAHS
xx Pam Snyder xx

F

iveyearslater,thewoundsleftbythe Sept.
11, 2001 terrorist attacks are still raw.
According to a memorandum to
the UAHS faculty from principal Kip
Greenhill, the bell schedule was altered
Sept. 11, 2006 to honor all Americans lost
that day. First period was extended by 10
minutes and an inspirational video was
shown in all classrooms.
Before the video was shown, Greenhill
delivered a brief
tribute over the P.A.
The homage began
at 8:53 a.m., the
exact time that the
ﬁrst tower at the
World Trade Cen
ter was struck.
Greenhill said
the video emphasized the themes
of reﬂection and
|| Kassie McCleery ||
remembrance.
“I wanted everyone to think
about their lives
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and remember how vulnerable we were
on that day,” Greenhill said.
At the end of his tribute, Greenhill requested that students travel between their
ﬁrst and second period classes in silence
to reﬂect upon the messages in the video.
The video featured inspiration words
that slid across the scree accompanied by
music. Senior Anne Boggs said the video
should have had a more clear connection
to the attacks.
“The video should have shown footage
of the Twin Towers or the Pentagon,” Boggs
said. “It would have had a greater impact.”
However Greenhill said students would
be seeing plenty of these images on the
news. The video was meant
to have a different effect.
“I
wanted students to reﬂect on their own lives,”
Greenhill said. “It is important for students to
realize how vulnerable we were on that day
and remember what is most important.” p
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National Merit Semiﬁnalists recognized

Winter break extended

xx Inyoung Kang xx

xx Pam Snyder xx

O

n Sept. 15, principal Kip Greenhill announced that 20 seniors had qualified
to be National Merit Semifinalists. In order
to become a 2006 Semifinalist, students had
to score 215 or higher out of 240 possible
points on the 2005 PSAT, according to college counselor Mark Davis.
With 20 such students, UAHS has the
greatest number of Semifinalists of all
public high schools in the state of Ohio,
Davis said.
Nationally, around 16,000 students qualify as Semifinalists each year, according to
nationalmerit.org.
“Semifinalists are designated on a state
representational basis. They are the highest scoring entrants in each state,” the website stated.
Davis said the 215 cutoff for Ohio was
determined by averaging the scores of half
of the students who had scored within the

top one percent of the PSAT.
Although senior Brenna McNamee
qualified as a Semifinalist, she said she was
initially unsure of the significance of being
named a Semifinalist.
“[When I was told I was a Semifinalist] I
was pretty tired, so I just thought it sounded
cool,” McNamee said. “But when I told my
mom, she told me what [being a Semifinalist] meant, and I was like, ‘Oh sweet, I knew
being a nerd would pay off.’”
Others, such as senior Jacob Shapiro,
began to suspect they might have qualified
when they received their PSAT scores at the
end of 2005.
“I kind of expected [I would qualify] because they said the cutoff for Semifinalists
was 215 last year, and I got around 224,”
Shapiro said.
Although Shapiro said he did not prepare for the test, senior Katherine Choi
used the official
PSAT
packet
she received in
homeroom to
familiarize herself with the test,
but she also said
it was important
to get a lot of
sleep the night
before the test.
“Don’t cram,”
Choi said. “It’s
not worth it.”
After students
take the PSAT
and receive their
photo courtesy || Suburban News Publications/The Upper Arlington News ||
scores, they must
National Merit Semiﬁnalists: Front Row: Alex Masheter, Matt Langhorst, Alex
wait until SepMahylis, Sarah McIlroy, Brenda Li, Joanne Guo, Jimmy Schooley, Back Row: Datember of their
vid Saalfeld, John DeVore, Brenna McNamee, Sam Underwood, Christie Huntsenior year to be
ley, Katherine Choi, Andrew Duchi, Bogna Brzezinska, Alice Brownell, Kathleen
notified if they
Braine, Michael Tang, Jacob Shapiro. Not pictured: Aaron Bruns.

F

or many students, few words are
more glorious than “calendar
change.” According to School Board
Memorandum 06-11 from Superintendent Jeffrey W. Weaver, an error was
made when calculating the number of
days in the 2006-07 school year. This
error resulted in students and teachers
having one extra school day.
After a discussion with administrators Steve Phillips, Jim Buffer and
Jay Powell and teacher Bruce Brombacher, Weaver recommended that
Thursday, Dec. 21, 2006 be removed
from the 2006-07 calendar.
This change results in an additional day of winter break. The new
dates for winter break are now Dec.
21 through Jan 2.
The school board approved this
proposal Sept. 15.
qualified as a Semifinalist. Certain colleges
award scholarships for Semifinalists; for example, the Ohio State University looks for Semifinalists for the Honors Program and awards
them full tuition plus an additional $4500 a
year, Davis said.
If Semifinalists qualify to become Finalists, there are more scholarship opportunities available, Shapiro said. In order to become a Finalist, Semifinalists had to submit
an application by Sept. 18.
Davis said the Semifinalists are notified
in February if they advance.
Despite the prestige and benefits of being named a Semifinalist, Choi took things
in stride.
“It looks good for colleges,” Choi said,
“but it shouldn’t be that big of a deal because it’s half luck.”
p
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visory Committee is attempting to set up
a better area for seniors to go to during
open study hall. Yutzey is working with
senior class president Zach Kloos to get
more furniture for the auditorium lobby,
an area that principal Kip Greenhill established as a place for seniors to work
during study hall.
A bicycle race-styled fund raiser hosted by the student council at the end of the
2005-06 school year raised around $500
for the purpose of improving the lobby,
Yutzey said.
Once the money was raised, the student council, senior class officers and the
LC supervisors had to decide how to use
it. According to Kloos, the money will be
entirely devoted to improving the auditorium lobby by purchasing more comfortable furniture.
“We were thinking about a few couchphoto || Ashley Davis ||
es,” Kloos said. “Whatever we can find
Seniors work in the auditorium lobby during their study hall. Due to the changes in Learning Center
that is the cheapest and the most durable.
policy, many seniors are forced to use the lobby instead of studying in the LC; however, many stuProbably some nice arm chairs.”
dents complain of the draftiness and dim lighting of the lobby.
Seniors can look forward to the new
furniture’s arrival within the next month,
Kloos said. However, comfortable furniture is not the only thing missing from
the auditorium lobby. Unlike the LC, the
lobby is drafty and dimly lit, Kloos said.
Senior Julie King agreed this was an
issue. King said the furniture is a good
xx Zachary Herrington xx
idea, but said she believed the lobby could
s the bell rings, signaling the begin- more seniors packed into the LC, making be made more comfortable with the addining of the period, seniors slowly it a place of social gathering rather than a tion of better lighting.
file into the auditorium lobby. They seat place of learning, Yutzey said.
Volakis was more concerned with ac“Around November [2005], the whole cessing the LC’s computers. He said the
themselves around the tables, pull out
their textbooks and folders and begin to complexion of the Learning Center new rules place unnecessary limits on how
study. Meanwhile, the Learning Center is changed from the quiet space where stu- and when seniors can use the computers
nearly empty, with just a few underclass- dents could work . . . to a social place,” in the Learning Center; he believed they
men interspersed at tables and comput- Yutzey said.
made it too difficult to
Though Volaers. This is not an unusual sight; with the
do computer work in
new rules recently implemented in the kis said he underYou have to give this year’s the LC.
LC, few seniors may study in the LC dur- stands that seniors
Though any student
abused their LC seniors an incentive to be good can go to the LC if
ing their study hall periods.
Many students, such as senior Alex- privileges during ... such as restricting the rights they have a pass from
andro Volakis, said they believe the new the 2005-06 school
a teacher, Volakis said
year, he said the of seniors who are too noisy to he sees significant probpolicies are unjust.
requiring
“It is absolutely ridiculous; it defeats policy
lems with this policy.
the purpose of an actual open study hall,” students to have come to the LC.
“Getting a pass is
passes is unfair,
Volakis said.
Senior Alexandro Volakis time consuming, and a
However, this recent decision by the because it blocks
student might just forLearning Center Advisory Committee, him and others
get,” Volakis said.
which includes students, parent volun- from the LC based on the behavior of
In response, Yutzey said the LC does
teers and teachers, was not without merit. last year’s seniors.
provide passes to students in the morning
“You have to give this year’s seniors if they forgot to get a pass from a teacher
According to LC director Susan Yutzey,
the committee decided that seniors an incentive to be good ... such as restrict- the day before. However, she said she did
should not have the right to stay in the ing the rights of seniors who are too noisy not see requiring students to get a pass
LC without a pass due to problems that to come to the LC,” Volakis said. “As from their teacher as a hassle.
long as they are being quiet and doing
arose in the 2005-06 school year.
“You have to plan ahead,” Yutzey said.
Last year was a test for seniors, Yutzey their homework, they should be allowed
Yutzey said the LC might start letting
said, and the class of 2006 did not do well. to stay.”
seniors come without passes second seIn light of the decision to restrict ac- mester, but the right to keep that priviThe year started off without any problems; however, with each passing week cess to the LC, the Learning Center Ad- lege will depend on seniors’ behavior. p

LC policies leave seniors
stranded during open study hall
A
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Senior’s project sparks bike journey
xx Kali Grant xx

N

ot many students can say that a joke
inspired the idea for their senior paper. Nor can many say that they took a
roughly 1300-mile bike ride just for fun.
Senior Freddy Adams, however, can lay
claim to both of these statements. This
summer, for his senior paper, Freddy
rode his bike to Colorado with his brother to visit his aunt.
“It started out as a joke last summer
between me and my aunt ... that maybe
I’d come and visit again by biking or running [to Colorado],” Freddy said.
As his junior year progressed and
the need for a senior project idea arose,
Freddy began to seriously consider biking
out to his aunt’s house.
“I’d been biking a lot with my family and
we’d been on a few long trips, so it wasn’t a
totally new thing for me,” Freddy said.
After getting permission from his parents, Freddy agreed to have his older
brother, Jeremiah Adams, accompany
him. Freddy spent his junior year eagerly
anticipating the trip. When the school
year ended, the brothers began their
preparations in earnest.
Freddy and his brother gathered the
necessary supplies and packed only what
would fit on the back of their bikes—
enough supplies to last them two to three
days at a time.
Finally, on July 19, their trip began,
Jeremiah said. The Adams brothers biked
at a steady pace, covering about 100 miles
per day.
“Generally it was around 6 a.m. when
we got up, packed as fast as we could and
hit the road. Then from there our schedule was ... based on how we felt,” Freddy
said. “If we were really exhausted, we’d
take a break.”
For the brothers, each day on the road
brought new scenery, new routes to take
and new challenges, Freddy said. The
plan was to spend nights with either relatives, family friends or people they met
along the way.
The real obstacle, however, wasn’t in
sticking to their route or finding a place
to stay––it was in dealing with their frustration, Freddy said.
That frustration peaked in Kansas
where the Adams brothers dealt with triple-digit heat and bitter, dry 30 mile per
hour winds out of the south.
“Days got so bad in Kansas [that] we
swore we’d never leave,” Freddy said.
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photo courtesy || Freddy Adams ||

Brothers Jeremiah Adams (left) and Freddy Adams (right) celebrate their victorious bike ride. The
Adams brothers rode their bikes from UA all the way to Erie, Colorado.

“That’s when I realized I run at a faster
pace than what we were biking at.”
Unfortunately, the brothers were not
able to leave all of their struggles behind
in Kansas.
“The first day felt like I was riding on a
brick. I also had to change my [tires] seven
times, which got quite annoying,” Freddy
said. “Also, the first night in Illinois we
had trouble finding a place, but after asking around and knocking on doors for an
hour we were finally directed to a place
we could stay.”
However, the trip’s highlights far outweighed the obstacles, Freddy said. The
journey allowed him to relax and spend
time with his brother.
“The best parts of the trip were the
people we met. We encountered several
families that opened their homes to us
with hospitality I didn’t expect,” Jeremiah said. “They were genuinely kind and
interesting. We are still in touch with several of the people we stayed with.”
After only 15 days, Freddy reached
O C TO B E R 6 , 2 0 0 6

his destination—his aunt’s house in Erie,
Colorado, a town about five miles east of
Boulder—on August 2.
Although Freddy’s trip is now complete, he said he still has a considerable
amount of work to do before his project
is finished.
“The plan is to compile all the information I got and to journal the whole experience, highlighting where I stayed and
the people I met,” Freddy said.
Freddy’s unique senior paper left him
with memories most will never be fortunate enough to experience. Freddy said
he made new friends through his trip,
became intimately familiar with the Midwest and western countryside and bonded
with his brother.
“I greatly value the time Freddy and I
spent together. It was an adventure of us
brothers coming of age, discovering what
we’re made of and pushing on when the
pain said stop,” Jeremiah said. “It gave me
a more positive grasp of people and the
families that make up this great nation.” p
Arlingtonian
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Break suddenly
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Patch up
Ballet skirt
Pavarotti, e.g.
Fruity drinks
Impertinence
Additional

DOWN

Half a dance?
Auction ending
Actor Duryea
__ the Red
Astral
Cry of appreciation

7 "Two Women"
star
8 $ dispenser
9 In an unmanly
manner?
10 Fourth man?
11 Borgnine's TV
series
12 Florida city
13 Trait carriers
18 Dirt
22 Tahlequah, OK
school
23 Syrup source
24 Disk jockey's cue
25 Presidential
plane
27 Great success
30 Reagan confidant
Ed
32 Puccini opera
34 Klamath relative
35 News agcy.
37 Oregon capital
38 La Scala offering
40 Vehicle perches for
tots
44 Able to perceive

courtesy
|| KRT Campus ||
courtesy||

46
47
48
49
51
52
55
57

Writing tool
Angler's bait
Lizard of the Old World
Reproduce
Borders on
Island feasts
Finishes
"Bang a Gong (Get It
On)" band

Q
u
e
s
t
i
o
n

60
61
62
63

Sine __ non
Bank payt.
Neither's partner
Period

For answers, log onto
www.arlingtonian.com and
click on this month’s issue.
The answers will be filled in.

with
freshman

&

Andrew
Wagner

Answer

Q: Hey Andrew, how has your freshman year been so far?
Wagner: It’s much better than
eighth grade. We have much
more freedom and the lunch periods seem longer.
Q:What is the scariest thing about
UAHS?
Wagner: How big it is. I got lost
on the ﬁrst day trying to ﬁnd Mr.
Kerr’s class.
Q: Wow, sounds scary.
Wagner: Yeah, it was. Hey, why are
you guys in Arlingtonian, isn’t that
a cult?
Q: Well …
Wagner: Yeah, I thought so.
Q: Thanks Andrew.
Wagner: No problem.

Arlingtonian
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photo illustration || Ashley Davis, Tyler Joswick, Alaina McCleery ||

New ‘Veritas’ independent study courses
raise questions, prompt a second look
xx Christine Hunter and Katie Stucko xx

U

pper Arlington High School is
respected in central Ohio and
across the state as an institution producing high caliber students. The
school’s successes are not new. In 1991 and
2001, UA was ranked the best school in
central Ohio by Columbus Monthly, which
ranks high schools every five years.
UAHS students are also successful on national tests. The average SAT section score
at UAHS is roughly a 600. The school also
boasted 20 National Merit semifinalists in
both 2000 and 2006. This year, the senior class
has the most National Merit Semifinalists in
Arlingtonian
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Ohio for both public and private schools.
Despite the numerous achievements of
UAHS students, some parents and students
elect to fulfill course requirements through alternative schooling options. This school year,
parents had the option to enroll their children
in a new program that, in Latin, means Truth.
U.A. Veritas, as the program is called, operates out of classrooms located on the second floor of Lane Avenue Baptist Church.
According to Veritas English teacher Kelly
Kullberg, 24 students are enrolled in history
class and 20 in the English class this year.
Each class costs students $600 per year.
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“Our students are still UAHS students
who have chosen to take independent studies in English and/or history with us during
seventh and eighth periods. We’re not a
separate school. However, we call our classes
U.A. Veritas because of the emphasis on the
search for truth and true life,” Kullberg said.
Though listed as independent study
courses at UAHS, the program appears
to be a hybrid of a home schooling option
within a public school—a hybrid that interests some parents, yet troubles others.

THE VERITAS
CHOICE

ture taught in their students’ classrooms.
“As a school we have to make good, solid
educational choices,” he said.
Kullberg said the present curriculum
went unchanged after parents complained
to the school.
“Parents have been in a dialogue with
UAHS and have suggested various books,
but they were not accepted. So, rather than
complaining, we’re attempting to create a
very positive alternative for at least English
and history,” Kullberg said.
This alternative environment is much
different than the environment a student at
UAHS experiences.

THE VERITAS
ENVIRONMENT

Kullberg said Veritas was founded to impress
upon students values UAHS was not teaching.
In addition, some parents send their children to
Veritas because of their strong opposition to the
Students and teachers at Veritas apliterature taught in UAHS classrooms.
proach history and English differently than
“Various families feel we owe our kids a students and teachers at UAHS. This differchance to study many of the ‘great books,’ ence is most evident when the role of religion
and enter into what is often called the ‘great in the classroom is examined. Wulf found the
conversation’ which explores deep questions perspective of the Veritas history course to
of life’s meaning . . . with teachers who will be more accepting of Christian world views.
encourage their faith and [convey] wisdom
“[UA students] are only getting a secular
for what they’ll face now and in the years view, [while] Veritas offers a more balanced
ahead,” Kullberg said. “We love our kids Christian world view,” Wulf said.
and of course want to open their souls to
This experience may stem from the fact
great questions and all possible answers and that while teachers at UAHS are required
world views, including redemptive ones.”
to follow a curriculum approved by the UA
Laura Wulf, a UA parent, elected to school board and by the Ohio Department
send her daughters—freshman Caroline of Education, U.A. Veritas history teacher
and sophomore Corinne—to Veritas be- Charles Zaffini said teachers at Veritas
cause she didn’t find these values in the have no such restrictions.
literature. Wulf said she didn’t support the
“I have full control over what I teach,” Zaftheme of doom and destruction she identi- fini said. “We’re teaching the heritage of westfied in required novels such as Speak, by ern society and western civilization. Christianity
Laurie Halse Anderson, and The Catcher is one of three major elements from which the
in the Rye, by J.D. Salinger.
values and beliefs of western society come, so
“I was really unhappy with the literature Christianity plays a major role to that extent,”
kids were required
Zaffini said.
to read. I am a forKullberg said
Our students are still UAHS
mer English teachthat while the
er and I know that students who have chosen to take in- program is not
there is better litovertly Christian,
erature out there,” dependent studies in English and/or Veritas students
Wulf said. “I read history with us . . . We’re not a sepa- are encouraged to
[The Catcher in the
discuss all aspects
Rye] in college, and rate school. However we call our of their lives—
here Corinne was
even religion.
reading it [for her classes U.A. Veritas . . .
“We invite
sophomore UAHS
Veritas English teacher Kelly Kullberg the whole perSummer Reading
son into the
requirement].”
classroom and
UAHS Principal Kip Greenhill said he value freedom of speech and thought, inis familiar with the debates over literature cluding faith perspectives,” Kullberg said.
causing students to enroll in classes at other
Faith perspectives were also considered
schools. During the more than 20 years he has when planning course content.
been a principal, Greenhill has heard numer“Our content is shaped by a group of parous complaints from parents about the litera- ents in the community and reflects more Classi-
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The Lane Avenue Baptist Church houses the two U.A. Ve
U.A. Veritas teacher Kelly Kullberg said she also likes to

cal and Christian—rather than secular—world
views, values, and contents,” Kullberg said.
Finally, Kullberg said Veritas strives to
acknowledge positive choices in literature
and the impact religious figures have had
upon history.
Veritas also differs in that teachers are
not required to possess an Ohio license
to teach. Kullberg lacks teaching certification although she possesses a Master’s
degree. In addition, she has also traveled
to several college campuses promoting
a program called Veritas Forum, which
encourages dialogue between individuals
with different beliefs.
“My most essential qualifications are
that I love students and care about their
lives, and I love literature and see its role in
shaping lives with wisdom,” Kullberg said.
Zaffini also lacks an Ohio teaching license, though he is the headmaster of Veritas Academy in Worthington. The Veritas
Academy is a home schooling option, advertised on its website as offering a “Classical Christian Education.” However, Zaffini
said the Academy is unrelated to the U.A.
Veritas courses.

THE VERITAS
GRADING SYSTEM
As courses never approved by the UA
school board, it might be surprising to
some that both U.A. Veritas courses are

Arlingtonian
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English courses compared
UAHS
UAHS
American Lit. & Comp. World Lit. & Comp.

Course
Grade(s)

Course
of Study

10

12

9-12

Students will examine
historical events as
viewed through the
eyes of American
authors, poets, and
playwrights from 1865
to the present.

Students will explore a
variety of major works
reﬂecting a cross-cultural
view of the world.
Emphasis is placed on the
interrelationships among
a variety of representative
texts from literature.

Teachers emphasize
knowledge of Latin and
Greek vocabulary as well
as thinking and writing
skills. Themes of good
creation, tragedy, & the
possibility of redemption
are examined in literature.

Littel & Co.
The Great Gatsby, F. Scott
Fitzgerald
The Crucible or Death of a
Salesman, Arthur Miller
Five major literary works,
including at least one of
nonﬁction

Persepolis, Marjane Satrapi
(Summer reading)
Anthem, Ayn Rand
(Summer reading)
Frankenstein, Mary
Shelley
In the Time of the
Butterflies, Julia
Alvarez
Siddhartha, Herman
Hesse
Shakespeare

On Writing Well, William
Zinnser
The Evidential Power of
Beauty, Thomas DuBay
The Return of the Prodigal
Son, Henri Nouwen
The Voyage of the Beagle,
Charles Darwin
Bible, Koran (excerpts)
Screwtape Letters, C.S
Lewis

Coursework is UA school

Coursework is UA school

Coursework has not been

Ohio-certiﬁed teachers

Ohio-certiﬁed teachers

board; taught by noncertiﬁed teacher

Source: UAHS American
Studies Course Audit

The Language of
Text
Literature, McDougal,
sampling

photo || Tyler Joswick ||

Veritas courses in the building’s second ﬂoor classrooms.
hold class outdoors, as the curriculum allows.

listed as UAHS independent study courses on students’ transcripts. If not aware
of the nature of the Veritas courses, college admissions officers might mistake
Veritas coursework as having been taken
at UAHS.
Greenhill referred to the U.A. Veritas courses as a “home schooling/independent study hybrid.” If classified under home schooling, UAHS would have
little control over what is taught at Veritas. Paul Hysell, a UAHS counselor, said
home schooling courses currently appear
on transcripts as Pass/Fail with an indicator that the course was taken at home.
Since U.A. Veritas courses are labeled
as UAHS independent study courses,
the Veritas students will receive a letter grade for the courses on their UAHS
transcript. Greenhill said since Veritas is considered a hybrid course, the
UAHS administration has more control
over Veritas’s course work; however, it
remains unclear how this control has
been exercised.
According to the UA board policy on
independent study courses, an Ohio-certified teacher must oversee the class—a
teacher Veritas does not have. Greenhill
said that UAHS will not pay to send a
teacher to Lane Avenue Baptist Church;
therefore, Greenhill told Veritas to hire
an individual “as soon as possible.”
Kullberg also refers to Veritas as a
hybrid; however, she labels it a “public/
private hybrid.”
Arlingtonian

U.A. Veritas
English

Source: UAHS World Lit. &
Comp. Course Audit

Source: U.A. Veritas English
teacher Kelly Kullberg

Oversight board approved; taught by board approved; taught by reviewed by UA school

(English &
Soc. Studies)

Social studies and English classes at UAHS and U.A. Veritas differ both in content and in reading selections. Students of all grade levels are combined into the same history and English class.

Social studies courses compared
Course

UAHS
American History

UAHS U.S.
Government

U.A. Veritas’
History

Grade(s)

10

12

9-12

Students will study signiﬁcant events in American history from 1865 to
the present and analyze
their impact on current
society. Students will
also examine the effects
of prejudice, customs,
values and personalties
upon history.

Students will study
the foundations of
American government
including state and
local government, the
branches of government, political parties,
and economic systems.

Students will study the
heritage of western
society and western
civilization. The course
examines three stages of
history: the Greco-Roman era, Judeo-Christian (including the history of Islam) inﬂuence,
and the modern age.

Course
of Study

Source: UAHS Government
Course Syllabus

Source: UAHS American
Studies Course Audit

The American Promise,
Text
Bedford/St. Martin’s
sampling

Publishing.
Current Issues, Close Up
Publishing
United States History and
Government, N&N
Publishing Co, Inc.
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Source: U.A. Veritas history
teacher Charles Zafﬁni

United States Government, Richard Remy.

Western Civilization,
Jackson J. Spielvogel

Other supplemental
texts

Other supplemental
texts
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TALKBACK: “What do you

think about students being
able to take Christian-oriented
classes for UAHS credit?”
“I think that
learning the
history of religion is important and
I think that
you probably
learn more
when religion
is combined
with another class, like English
or history.”
Freshman Julie Laudick
“Theoretically,
Veritas sounds
like a good
idea, even
though I have
heard it is a
lot easier. If
[UA and Veritas classes]
are different
levels, it’s not fair for students at
Veritas to get an easier ‘A.’”
Sophomore Noah Krimm
“It gives you
more options
and another
perspective.
If you are
against the
school’s
curriculum,
you are
able to go
someplace else.”
Junior Kevin Murray
“It’s another
way for students to personalize their
education.
As long as it’s
working and
in their best
interest, I see
no problem
with alternative teaching styles.”
Senior Jackie King
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On the transcript
UAHS lists English courses similarly, regardless of source
Course Listing
(an example)

Course Type
UAHS Course

Amer St English

UAHS Independent
IS English 10
Study Course

Grading
(A-E or P/F)

Other

A-E

Board Approved

A-E

Board Approved
w/UAHS teacher

Veritas Course

IS English 10—Veritas

A-E

Board Accepted

Home School
Course

‘06-’07 Home schooled—
English 10

P/F

Board Accepted

Online/
Correspondence
Course

IS English 10—BYU

A-E

Board Accepted

Post-Secondary
Course (ex. OSU)

‘06-’07 The Ohio State
University—PSEOP

P/F

Board Accepted

source || UAHS Counseling Center ||

FUTURE EFFECTS
Despite the hybrid nature of the U.A.
Veritas courses, the practice of granting
credit to students who take classes outside
UAHS frustrates both Greenhill and many
teachers at the high school, he said.
Greenhill said he plans to propose a
change in grading policy to the school
board in October. This plan will generally
state that courses not taught by UAHS
teachers will not contribute to a student’s
grade point average.
“This year [Veritas students] will be
able to get a grade because we have some
oversight, but next year, if this policy passes, students will get a credit, but it will be
Pass/Fail,” Greenhill said.
In this way, UAHS will have more control over how students’ transcripts appear,
because there is no way to tell how a teacher grades outside of UAHS. This policy
should eradicate any fears of students getting grades for religious courses. For the
language arts department, however, this
policy may not be enough.
“What nobody is talking about but
everybody is thinking is the concept of a
public school student getting credit for a
religious class. I would imagine that if this
continues, and the ACLU or any government agency were to hear about this, this
could get ugly,” Language Arts Department chair Matt Toohey said.
“We’re amazed that we’re allowing
them to get credit and graduate taking a
religious-based course, regardless of the
religion,” Toohey said. “It’s a religiousO C TO B E R 6 , 2 0 0 6

based, non-accredited school and they’re
getting [UAHS] credit for it.”
In addition, full-time UAHS students
may wonder if the U.A. Veritas courses
have the same level of difficulty as those
they are taking at UAHS, and the issue
could also have an impact on the college
admissions process, Toohey said. If a student has a course listed on a UAHS transcript, colleges would assume that it was
a course taught by UAHS teachers and a
course reflective of the high standards at
UAHS. In reality, however, non-certifed
teachers in another building who are not
teaching to the same curriculum could
have taught the course.
“It’s no secret that having UAHS on
your transcript means you have an advantage over almost everybody else around
when it comes to getting into college,”
Toohey said.
Regardless of what critics may say,
Toohey said the language arts department
would never change the curriculum to cater to a specific group of individuals.
“We absolutely will not compromise
the amazing teaching that takes place in
our classrooms,” Toohey said.
“We are not offensive. We are very
conscious of teaching life lessons, sculpting life-long learners, and raising the bar
for all of our students and trying to reach
all of our students,” he explained.
Even in the first weeks of its debut
year, Veritas has become the root of much
controversy and debate, but this does not
mean it won’t be offered in the future.
“We very much hope [Veritas will conp
tinue next year],” Kullberg said.
Arlingtonian
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GONE WRONG

Meghan Kizer
Independent Beauty Consultant
1334 Baccarat Drive
Columbus, OH 43228
614-582-7315
www.marykay.com/mkizer

<3 Liz

10% oﬀ any purchase AND a complimentary facial or
makeover! Perfect for any special occasion or just for fun!

Blumen Garten Florists
Get corsages, boutonnières and bouquets for homecoming!
Bears rock!
4687 Reed Road
(614) 451-1299
Michael Puccetti Hair Designing
Some of the John Sahag
clients:

Jennifer Aniston
Jewel
Courtney Cox
Bon Jovi
Bruce Springsteen
and many more!

614-679-2016
Salon Lofts, 2200 Henderson Road, 43220
New York comes to you:
the original John Sahag dry hair cutting method
MICHAEL PUCCETTI IS THE HEAD OF
TEAM SAHAG AND LIVES IN UA.
Normally, his haircuts are $65.00 in Ohio, but

ﬁrst time UA clients will only have to pay $45.00
when they bring in this ad! Also, a portion of the
haircut will go to the UA Lacrosse fund under the
name of Michael’s son, Cody.

Michael is currently the
hair stage artist for John
Sahag LTD NY,
FHI Ceramic Irons, Bianca
Brothers Scissors NY, and
hair designer
for Mrs. Ohio in 2002, 2003,
2004, 2005, and 2006.

Be sure to look for Cody this spring!

The Guitar Shoppe

Northwest EyeCare Professionals

Buy, sell, and trade new, used and vintage instruments

James C. Bieber, O.D.
Russell S. Fillmore, O.D.
Douglas J. Bosner, O.D.

2098 Tremont Center
Columbus,Ohio 43221
www.nweye.com

Arlingtonian

Also offering guitar, bass and mandolin
lessons

(614) 486-5205
(800) 486-5206
Fax (614) 486-0345
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1161 Kenny Centre
Columbus, OH 43220
(614) 457-6303
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A season without regrets
After nearly losing his life, senior Chris Lindsey
returns to the sport that saved his life

|| Tyler Joswick ||

Senior Chris Lindsey (74) rushes against the offense during an after-school football practice. Lindsey, who missed all of last season due to life-threatening
injuries, now plays under the lights every Friday night.
|| Greg Glasser ||

S

ince he began playing football in the third grade, senior Chris someone to call 911.
Lindsey has been excited by the sound of helmets clashing with
Chris was rushed to Children’s Hospital for a MRI, which reshoulder pads. His father, Bruce, used to tell him stories about vealed a burst appendix. Dr. Renata Fabia said she also discovered
when he played for the Golden Bears and what it meant to wear the a rare bursting of the meckel, which is a small bulge that connects
black and gold on Friday nights. Through his father, Chris acquired the umbilical cord to the intestines. Only two percent of humans
a burning passion for UA football.
have a meckel, and 98 percent of people with a meckel don’t experiBruce used to show Chris the roster photo from his senior year ence any symptoms, Fabia said.
in 1981 and point out teammates and coaches who were still relaChris had surgery later that day as doctors removed three feet of
tively close to the UA football program. The photo read, “Central his small intestines and cleaned out his torso. They then inserted a
Ohio League Champs. State Runner-Ups.” Bruce would go into drain with hopes of cleaning out the infection that had spread due
detail about how much it hurt to finish runner-up and the regrets to the burst meckel.
that followed after the season. Throughout his childhood, Chris
“All day I was in so much pain,” Chris said. “I didn’t even want
had been taught a valuable lesson
to eat my favorite food.”
about how permanent regrets can be.
Chris spent the next six days recovI didn’t really think I could play
Chris was finally able to experience
ering from his surgery at Children’s
the friendship and memories his father again, but it was my goal to play my Hospital. On Oct. 8, 2004, the day
cherished in 2004 when he entered his
his planned discharge, his drain
senior year. I had heard my dad tell of
sophomore season on the UA footstarted to spit out a liquid through his
ball team. Chris said he remembered stories of regrets, and I didn’t want stomach, which led to new infections.
feeling his adrenaline pumping as he
The doctors removed Chris’s staples
bolted through the traditional UA tun- any regrets.
and bandaged the damaged part of
nel underneath the stands for his first
his incision before they finally allowed
Senior Chris Lindsey
game in 2004.
him to return home.
“That moment was the most emoBut a day later, Chris was sick
tional moment of my football career at the time,” Chris said.
again. His doctors discovered that the bottom incision had begun
It was midseason when Chris was hit in the head during a Sept. to leak again, forcing them to cut open his stomach while he was
25, 2004 JV game. He practiced the next couple of days until he still awake.
was hit again during a Sept. 29 practice. Dizziness and nausea in“The cut was so deep that I could literally see my abdominal
stantly followed and the UA training staff determined that Chris muscles,” Chris said.
had a concussion and would have to sit out of practice for at least
The doctors packed gauze into his stomach to try to stop the
a week.
spread of the infection. But now Chris’s weight had become an isTwo full days later, Chris had the normal symptoms of light sue—he had lost 50 lbs. in two weeks. The doctors put a pick line
sensitivity, headaches and stomach pains. He awoke the Satur- IV into his right arm near his bicep that followed all the way to his
day following his concussion struggling to walk before collapsing heart to treat him for malnutrition.
on the kitchen floor, squirming in excruciating pain. Chris asked
Yet as sick as Chris was feeling, his situation could have been
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much worse.
But Chris said it was those jobs that made the season bearable
“[Dr. Fabia] basically told me that being in shape from football for him.
had saved my life,” Chris said. “She said that, had I been overweight
“It was extremely tough to see the team playing and not be able
or out of shape, there would be no way my body could handle [ev- to participate,” Chris said. “If it wasn’t for the jobs [Walters] gave
erything I went through].”
me, I would have gone insane. They really took my mind off playing,
Football not only saved Chris physically, but emotionally as well. at least for the time being.”
Chris said the encouragement he received from teammates let him
Now, almost a year later, Chris puts on his football pads and
know he was still a part of the brotherhood.
goes out to practice every day, almost like nothing ever happened.
“I received a lot of calls from teammates offering support,” Chris’s line coach, Mike Shaffer, has never heard Chris complain
Chris said. “After the win against Lancaster [on Oct. 21, 2004], the about his surgery.
team called and all I heard was shouting.”
“Chris never uses anything as an excuse,” Shaffer said. “He
By now, Chris had spent a total of 16 days at Children’s Hos- wants to be treated just like everyone else on the team.”
pital. Although coming home was exciting, the recovery process
Chris said he keeps all doubts to himself because he has so many
was anything but quick and easy. Chris’s muscle strength slowly reasons to work hard.
returned as he walked up and down
“The thought of missing all of
his driveway, completing one more
last season really motivated me to
trip than the day before. Teammate
play through everything this year,”
and neighbor Andy Cenci, now a
Chris remembers. “Getting on the
freshman at Elmhurst College, was
field now beats the emotion I had
a great motivator for Chris.
during my first game going through
“Andy was absolutely great,”
the tunnel.”
Chris rememberd. “He would alChris said he has come out of
ways joke around with me about
his near-death experience as a bethow weak I was. If I told him I
ter person.
did five laps he’d wonder why I
“I saw things people only hear
didn’t do six. He was definitely a
about,” Chris said. “I was on the
motivation.”
same level as the burn victims. I’m
After mastering the driveway Chris
lucky compared to them; I still have
slowly took on more challenging exermy life. I would have lost it had I
cises, starting with a treadmill.
been out of shape, so I’ve made the
“I would just slowly walk the treadpromise to myself to stay fit.”
mill a few days of the week,” Chris
Staying in excellent physical
said. “It was a real accomplishment
shape is a promise Chris is likely to
to walk for a long period of time.”
keep. If anyone knows about Chris
Chris could have made things
and his commitment, it is his motheasier for himself if he had used
er, Kathy Lindsey.
crutches or a wheelchair, but he re“Chris is not a quitter,” Kathy
fused to do so.
said. “He’s true to his word.”
“I felt like using crutches would
Despite his sickness, Chris’s postmake me a wimp,” Chris said. “It was
high school goals remain the same;
definitely harder to go without them,
he plans to join the Coast Guard
but I enjoyed the challenge.”
and focus on search and rescue.
Once Chris had finally settled
“I love to help people—to pick
into school and therapy, the thought
them up from their lowest points,”
|| Tyler Joswick ||
of football inevitably came back into Lindsey crouches down into football position as he readies himself Chris said. “Nothing is better.”
his mind.
The help Chris received from
against his opponent. Chris now sees no setbacks from his injury;
“I didn’t really think I could play he plans to participate in every practice and game this year.
the staff at Children’s Hospital
again, but it was my goal to play my
has also motivated him to volunsenior year,” Chris said. “I had heard my dad tell stories of regrets, teer at the hospital once the football season is over.
and I didn’t want any regrets. I was willing to bust my butt so I could
But for now, with the season in full gear, Chris is able to expeplay senior year.”
rience the feeling he has missed for over a year. He loves to make
To accomplish this goal, Chris had to complete the task his contact during practice as he volunteers on the scout team. His
mother had given him: get confirmation from six doctors that he work ethic is noticed and appreciated by teammates, including
was safe to play. Finally, in the spring of 2005, Chris was cleared to fellow offensive lineman Michael Vaughn.
play for the 2006 season by the head neurologist at Ohio State.
“Chris definitely works hard everyday in practice,”
Shortly thereafter, Chris learned from the same doctor that Vaughn said. “He has a lot of passion for the game.”
he would actually be able to play around the end of the 2005
As Chris jumps on the tackle pile, he symbolizes a coach’s
season. Chris felt that he was not physically ready to play that mindset of going all out, all the time. A whistle blows and pracearly but decided to stay connected with the football team. tice is over. Chris walks off the field, his face covered in sweat
Head trainer Ron Walters took Chris in as the official student and dirt. The sweat displays his determination to give 100 pertrainer assistant.
cent, while the dirt stains prove that he isn’t making any men“I was basically doing small, occupying jobs,” Chris said. “It was tal excuses in terms of getting physical. As teammates gather
little stuff, like taping ankles and fingers, cleaning up the training off the field, Chris enters the locker room with a wide smile—a
room, nothing too hard.”
smile of living without regrets.
p
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athletes
ACTION

IN

Competitors perfect
their game as playoffs,
tournaments approach

|| Elyse D’Andrea ||

|| Ashley Davis ||

|| Elyse D’Andrea ||
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CHEERLEADING: Junior Leanne Iacovetta completes the back handspring line while cheering
on the UA football team against Independence
at home Sept. 1. The shutout ended with a score
of 58-0 for UA.
GIRLS TENNIS: Senior Jackie Mason bends to return the ball in her Sept. 14 match against Grove
City at UA. Mason helped lead her team to a
5-0 win.

Senior Megan Clark,
girls golf

BOYS SOCCER: Senior Steven Cox kicks the
ball sent his way as senior Tyler Wall and junior
Travis Wall, brothers, block the shot. Despite
their efforts, the team was defeated at home by
Worthington Kilbourne Aug. 29.

Q: How has the season been so far?
Clark: It is going
well. We have a
good shot at winning the OCCs;
we have been
[at the] top of the
pack. Pickerington North is really good competition.
Q: What has been the biggest accomplishment of the year so far?
Clark: Winning the Walsh Jesuit tournament. There were about 10 or 12
competitive teams there.
Q: Any disappointments?
Clark: The St. Ursula Invitational, we
got fourth.
Q: What do you think are your chances
of winning states?
Clark: There is a chance, but we have
to get out of a very competitive
district with Watterson and Pickerington North.

BOYS WATER POLO: Junior Alex Miranda looks
to pass the ball at the team’s match against
Worthington Kilbourne Sept. 13 in the UAHS natatorium. UA ﬁnished victorous despite suffering
its ﬁrst loss to Kilbourne Aug. 25.
FOOTBALL: Junior Charlie Williams and sophomore Adam Teach of the varsity football team
practice with encouragement from coach Mike
Boulware. With six games under their belt, the
Bears will be playing in UA’s homecoming game
against Dublin Coffman at home Oct. 6.
|| Ashley Davis ||

Senior Tanner Murphy,
boys golf
Q: How has the
season been
so far?
Murphy: It is going
well. It has really been us and
[Dublin] Jerome
all season. In
the beginning
we were beating them, now they
are coming back.
Q: What has been the biggest accomplishment of the year so far?
Murphy: Winning OCCs.
Q: Any disappointments?
Murphy: We shot a 322, but it was
without Bo Hoag, [a key senior.]
Q: What do you think are your
chances of winning states?
Murphy: It is very realistic; [we
have] ﬁve very talented guys. It
is tough to get there, but once
we are there, it [will be] us
versus Jerome.
|| Ashley Davis ||
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Athlete selection and Q&A compilation || Greg Glasser ||
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photos || Elyse D’Andrea, Tyler Joswick ||

Top Right, Top Left, Bottom Right, Bottom Left: Works from Shiny, a 13-piece collection displayed at the Wexner Center for the Arts. The exhibit explores why humans ﬁnd shiny objects attractive, according to the Center’s website. Top Middle: The connecting hallway between the two buildings of
the Wexner Center.

Th e C e n t e r o f a t t e n t i o n
Wexner Center allows students to view, interact with wide variety
of modern artistic styles; offers workshops with local artists
xx Rathi Ramasamy xx

S

olemn children stand in a sparsely decorated room, softly
singing, “I live in a magical world...” As the Croatian children gain confidence in their newly learned English, their voices
strengthen to match the haunting music that poignantly recreates the bitter loss of childhood innocence.
Such a scene appeared in a film at the Wexner Center for
the Arts, located on North High Street at the corner of 15th
Avenue on the Ohio State University campus. The six–minute
film, entitled Magical World, is only one example of the large
array of modern art, films, music and workshops the Center has
to offer. With its wide range of entertainment, many students
find the Center an enjoyable place to spend their time.
According to sophomore Kelsey Robinson, the Center is a
modern substitute for traditional art galleries.
“I volunteered there over the summer, and I thought it was
really nice because it’s not just another boring museum,” Rob-
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inson said. “They always have workshops or shows going on, and
they make sure their art exhibits are interesting and engaging.”
Because there are so many activities, the Center appeals to
many different kinds of people, Robinson said.
“They have music, art, drama and film, in every genre there
is,” Robinson said. “Anyone could just walk in and find something that interested them.”
For students such as junior Ryan Bonner, the alternative
films shown at the Center—including foreign movies and documentaries—are the most interesting aspects of the Center.
“The Center plays movies that you would never find at a
regular theater,” Bonner said. “It’s nice to take a break from
Hollywood, and the independent and foreign films are actually
really cool.”
One independent film, Time to Leave, playing at the Center
every Friday until Oct. 6, is described on the Center’s website
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as the story of a young man who learns that he is dying. Unable
to break the news to his friends and family, he seeks solace with
his understanding grandmother.
“Time to Leave is such a classic Wexner film,” Bonner said.
“It sounds cheesy, but it really makes you think.”
The films can range anywhere from seven minutes to seven
hours, and they are shown every weekend. The Center’s website
states that tickets are $5 for students for full-length movies and
free for shorter films.
According to Karen Simonian, the Center’s director of media and public relations, the Center also introduced many new
programs over the summer to attract students.
“We have a series of studio workshops [throughout the year]
called wexLab, where teens get to work with local artists, and
they can stay for late exhibition hours,” Simonian said. “It’s a
really unique experience that you can’t get anywhere else.”
Junior Alex Morrow said the workshop he took over the
summer, VideoSlam, allowed him to look at films differently.
“I never really saw movies as art before, but it’s amazing how
much work and thought goes into just a few seconds of screen
time,” Morrow said. “Making a film is so completely different
from just going and seeing one.”
Morrow’s final product depicted an ant carrying a crumb
across a table, alternating between speeds. Once the workshop
ended, students entered their videos in the Ohio Short Film and
Video Showcase’s Youth Division, Morrow said.
According to Simonian, the Center’s
[Students] seem to love
new programs have
received an extreme- it here because it’s so edgy. It
ly positive response
opens their eyes to new ways of
from students.
“They seem to thinking; it sparks conversation
love it here because
it’s so edgy,” Simo- and debate.
nian said. “It’s a creMedia and public relations director
ative atmosphere to
Karen Simonian
be in. It opens their
eyes to new ways of
thinking; it sparks conversation and debate.”
The Center is introducing another avant-garde exhibit entitled Shiny this fall. It will be open for viewing Sept. 16 through
Dec. 31, Simonian said.
“It’s a collection of 13 pieces from nine different artists,
including Andy Warhol,” Simonian said. “It’s literally just a
bunch of shiny, sparkling art. It focuses on human attraction to
shiny things.”
Shiny, like most other Wexner exhibits, can be viewed at no
charge, Simonian said.
“Almost all of our events and workshops are free,” Simonian
said. “When we charge money, we offer student discounts.”
Robinson said she enjoys not having to pay at the Center.
“[The Center] is a place I would definitely pay to get into, but I
don’t have to,” Robinson said. “It’s almost too good to be true.”
Simonian said in addition to the Center being an affordable entertainment option for students, it also offers a positive
learning environment.
“It’s educational as well as fun,” Simonian said.
Spending time at the Center would benefit UAHS students
by providing a creative setting, Simonian said.
“UA is a fine community, but the cultural options are limited,” Simonian said. “The Wexner Center is like a slice of New
York City right here in Columbus. There’s really nothing else
like it.”
p
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The healing power of laughter

I

never knew how much I valued
laughter until my baby brother Lucas
learned how to laugh. For the first few
months, no matter how widely I smiled
or excitedly I waved, he would ignore
me and look over my head at the ceiling lights instead. However, after three
months, he began to screech and coo
at my baby talk. Every time he laughs,
I feel my spirit lift and my problems
evaporate. I now know that I believe in
laughter and its healing qualities.
I’m always the first one to giggle
Guest Columnist
and the last one to stop laughing at
|| Bridget Haile ||
every joke. It’s contagious, I think. My
friends often tease me for my laugh,
which I’m told is very loud and distinctive. Not that I mind. There’s
nothing I love more than rolling on the floor with tears streaming down
my face from some stupid joke. I try to incorporate humor into every
situation (although I’m not always funny), often teasing my teachers
just as much as my friends.
Perhaps the best example of the healing power of laughter
comes from gnomes. After seeing the idea in a movie, I gave my
French teacher, Madame Markovich, a traveling gnome
for her summer vacation to Europe. She aptly
named him Dominique, “Le Gnome En
Plastique,” and he traveled from Italy
to the Netherlands, snapping many
photos along the way. Madame
remarked that he made the entire trip more enjoyable.
Shortly after I heard of the
success of Dominique’s journey,
two of my friends and I went on a search for the perfect gnome. Although we gave up after several attempts, my mother later gave me
a stunning gnome as a gag gift. We immediately named him Wulf
and took him with us wherever we went, documenting his travels in
film. He joined us in our numerous pranks, such as super-gluing a
quarter to the sidewalk and waiting for people to attempt to pick it
up (if you’re wondering, some did).
The true reason for Wulf, however, was to accompany my friend
Sally when she left for Germany for an entire year in an exchange program. I wasn’t really sure how I was going to get along without her, but
we spent more time planning Wulf’s German exploits than worrying
over her approaching departure. There was still plenty to laugh about.
Sally left for Germany several weeks ago with Wulf safely tucked
away in his decorated house. But now, instead of missing her (although I still do sometimes), I look forward with great anticipation
to the next updated photos of Wulf’s European Adventure that Sally sends to me online or through email. Thinking of the two of them
together makes me chuckle, and reminds me that a joke––even a
bad one––can warm up any situation.
I believe that laughter is the food of the soul. If you don’t believe me, or you feel like you need a good laugh, talk to Dominique
in Room 247 or Lucas. Or you can just come to me––I have some
p
pretty killer knock-knock jokes.
If you are interested in becoming a guest columnist for “This I believe...,”
now a regular section of Arlingtonian, please send your column to
arlingtonians@yahoo.com with a subject line that reads “This I believe.”
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‘Freedom’ of expression
Columnist questions censorship,
stresses importance of free speech

I

’ve never read a poem I didn’t like.
Well, that’s not exactly true. I’ve
read poetry I’ve hated and poetry
I’ve stared at in horror. I’ve read
sentiments and beliefs that I’ve never agreed with, much less wanted to
glimpse on paper. I’ve seen poetry
that is rude, crass and obscene. I’ve
seen words I’ve never spoken out
loud written down in their beautiful
obscenity. But no matter how much
I’ve hated a poem, I’ve never wanted it to disappear.
|| Kathleen Braine ||
I believe in freedom of expression.
I believe that no matter how
much you hate something, no matter how inappropriate you find
it, you do not have the right to censor someone’s art. To me, art is
gold. Art is what expresses our deepest emotions, uncovers how much we lie to ourselves and ritually cleanses our souls. Without art, we are
animals.
Art isn’t just paint and paper
to me either––it’s anything with
beauty. Theorems, functions
and evolutionary biology can be
beautiful. No one has the right
to repress them.
I also believe we are going to be adults soon. High school allows
us to prepare for the real world, but last year bare literary arts magazine was not allowed to publish art—a poem—because it was allegedly too vulgar. While I understand that certain words are offensive, I also understand that we are only in high school for four years
before we are considered adults. Art is not censored for adults.
If the word in question hadn’t been so controversial, perhaps we
would have been allowed to print the poem. The word was the worst
of the four-lettered variety, yet still an expression that is utilized
daily by many students. We’ve all heard it; anyone who has watched
today’s PG-13 movies has. The MPAA allows four to six f-words in
a movie rated PG-13 and most everyone in high school is over the
age of 13,
The books we read in school also contain this word. It litters the
pages of Ian McEwan’s Atonement, and peppers the sentences of
Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake. It may be objectionable, but
those books are art. A poem is art as well, even if it was written by
a high school student.
We live in a country where we should be able to say, print, sing or
yodel anything we want. We as a generation have lived through an
unspeakably horrible national tragedy, watched as our country was
drawn into war, and seen selective images of the violence brought
against our people overseas. We have earned the right to say what
we want. We have earned our freedom of expression.
Perhaps none of it even matters; perhaps the censorship was
only a gut reaction of the UAHS administration, brought on by
fear. I can understand such actions—I will always admit that words
have power—but I cannot condone the administration’s decision,
because this is what I believe.
p
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Freshmen go overboard with homecoming

F

or most students, early fall
is just a big mess of papers,
football games and classes.
We’re at a time in the school
year when it’s too cold for Tshirts, too warm for sweats, and
the most exciting thing in school
is the music on homeroom Fridays. So it’s natural to assume
that the big dance of the season,
homecoming, would dominate
lunchroom conversation.
Actually, never mind. It’s
|| Kali Grant ||
just the freshmen who get excited about homecoming. Or,
at least, they’re the ones who will admit it.
As far as homecoming is concerned, the rest of the school,
myself included, couldn’t care less––been there, done that,
have the Jessica McClintock dress to prove it. To us, homecoming just isn’t as important as everything else we have
to think about, like our already packed social lives and, of
course, school.
To freshmen, however, homecoming is more than just a
dance––it’s an obsession. They’re “all grown up” now, and they
can’t wait to show it by donning stilettos and a date.
Still, that doesn’t mean I understand the freshmens’ burning

need to ask their dates the second week of summer vacation,
before they’ve even stepped foot in the school. Nor do I understand how they can spend so much money and time arranging
for their Hummer limos to pick them up from Kenneth’s Salon
in time to get their professionally-done photos taken before dinner at Figlio’s.
But don’t forget to look on the bright side. Thankfully, this
year’s freshmen won’t always be like this––next year they’ll
be smarter, more experienced sophomores. A comforting
thought, I know.
Yet, the over-the-top things freshmen do for homecoming
doesn’t surprise me. Sadly, I too was once guilty of planning the
“perfect” night when I was supposed to be doing my Pathﬁnder
project. And yes, when I was a freshman, I obsessed about who
asked whom to the dance and where I could ﬁnd shoes that
would match the dress I had bought during summer vacation.
But now I know better. After homecoming 2005, the only thing
I remember thinking was how much my feet hurt.
Freshmen have been and always will be made fun of. It’s
just one of those unwritten rules of high school. But, if it makes
any freshmen reading this feel better, I’ll have you know that
last year I was the girl who tripped up the stairs. I was the girl
who spilled the coffee in the hallway and was afraid to even
step in the LC. And, yes, I wouldn’t stop talking about homecoming. This year, however, I’ve learned my lesson. And this
year, I waited until late August to go dress shopping.
p

LC’s closed-door policy needs re-opened
|| Staff Editorial ||

T

he Learning Center is usually brimming with students. Some come to take
advantage of GLRC, WIW or Math Lab,
while others dash in during their lunch periods to print out papers and cram for quizzes. The LC is an excellent alternative for
many of these students, who come to escape
the chaos of their lunch period or the strict
discipline of their study halls. Seniors have

especially benefited from the LC, as the senior study hall option leaves them without a
specific room to study in if they elect to stay
at school. However, this year the LC is only
allowing students to use its facilities three
times a week and requires even seniors to
have a pass from a teacher.
The LC has always been hard to navigate. Freshmen frequently stand in awed
confusion as the
regulations for entering our hallowed
LC are explained.
Even as upperclassmen, many students
do not completely
understand
the
complex
procedures necessary to
enter the LC. Students often never
take advantage of
the LC during their
study halls, opting
instead to study in
their
designated
rooms where there
is less hassle.

editorial cartoon || Alaina McCleery ||
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For seniors however, this option no longer exists. Most seniors laud the freedom of
senior study hall, but even with the ability
to leave, many choose to spend their time
studying at school. This causes problems, as
seniors are asked not to wander the halls during their study hall and the auditorium lobby
is often too dark and noisy for easy study. The
restriction of LC visits for seniors presents a
dilemma, as seniors rely on the environment
of the LC to complete their serious schoolwork during their open study halls.
With such restrictions, the senior study
hall itself becomes contradictory. When the
open study hall policy was adopted it was
ostensibly to help seniors manage their time
and prepare for college. Without the choice
to use the LC freely, it could be argued that
the senior study hall regulations are inconsistent, as they doesn’t allow the students
to manage their time and choose their own
place to study.
In order to keep senior study hall truly beneficial for seniors, the LC must be
kept open. After all, if seniors are trusted
to leave school grounds for 45 minutes,
they should be trusted to treat the LC
area with respect.
p
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We’ve got you covered!

norwester
YEARBOOK
U •P •D •A •T •E
THE 2006 NORWESTER
YEARBOOK:
• The 2006 book is on its way!
• Pre-ordered books will be
delivered through mid-October
2006 to the address you listed on
your order form;
• Call 487-5240 ext. 180 if you
haven’t received your book by
late October 2006, or e-mail
uanorwester@yahoo.com;
• Forgot to order a yearbook? Extra
yearbooks are available for sale at
the school store for $80;
• Can’t remember if you ordered a
book? The school store has a list of
students who pre-ordered books.

SENIOR PHOTOS
DUE JAN. 17, 2007:
Senior photos should follow these
speciﬁcations in order to be published:
• Please submit a standard walletsize photo;
• The pose may be either formal or
informal; however, it should be
a head and shoulders shot with
a plain background, and NO
COSTUMES OR “PROPS” SHOULD
BE USED IN THE PHOTO;
• The wallet-sized photo should be
delivered to Upper Arlington High
School, Attn: Norwester;

THE 2007 NORWESTER
YEARBOOK:
• The forms for ordering the 2007
Norwester yearbook will be mailed
from Jostens yearbook company,
and all checks and orders are to
be processed through the Jostens
address on the order form;
• Books will be mailed to the address
you list on your order form from
the Josten’s printing plant by midNovember 2007;
• Orders taken at the Sept. 21, 2006
Open House for the 2007 Norwester
will be forwarded to Jostens for you.

• Please include your name as you
wish it to appear in the yearbook.

Upper Arlington High School, Attn: Norwester • 1650 Ridgeview Rd. • Columbus, OH 43221
614.487.5240 ext. 180 • UANORWESTER@YAHOO.COM

